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Project Overview
The Southern Program Alliance (SPA) is one of five alliances 
responsible for delivering the Victorian Government’s 
promise to remove 75 of Melbourne’s most dangerous  
and congested level crossings by 2025.

SPA is currently undertaking works to remove level 
crossings and build new train stations along the Frankston 
Line as part of a AUD $3 billion upgrade. The program 
alliance consists of WSP, the Level Crossing Removal 
Project, Metro Trains Melbourne, Acciona Construction 
Australia (formerly Lendlease Engineering), and Acciona 
Coleman Rail. 

Together with our alliance partners, WSP delivered the 
AUD $588 million Initial Works Package (IWP) and is in the 
final stages of delivering the AUD $536 million Additional 
Works Package 1 (AWP1). Early works are underway for the 
AUD $744 million Additional Works Package 2. There are 
two further Additional Works Packages to deliver as part  
of SPA’s works on the Frankston and Hurstbridge Lines. 

IWP included removing four level crossings in Carrum 
and Seaford, building a new Carrum Station, constructing 
a road bridge connecting Station Street across Patterson 
River, and new community open spaces. The solution 
improves safety, reduces congestion, provides more direct 
road connections and more walking and cycling options, 
making it safer and easier for people to access the local 
shopping village and beach. 

The scope of AWP1 includes removing three level 
crossings, lowering the rail line to construct two rail 
trenches, building two new stations at Mentone and 
Cheltenham, retaining and restoring heritage-listed 
station buildings as part of the design of the new station 
precincts, building a third track to allow for increased 
train services along the Frankston line, and the creation  
of more than three kilometers of walking and cycling 
paths connecting the stations.

The scope of AWP2 includes removing five level crossings 
by lowering the rail line into three rail trenches, building 
four road bridges connecting Station Street to the Nepean 
Hwy, building three new stations at Edithvale, Chelsea 
and Bonbeach, and constructing a pedestrian bridge across 
the rail trench at Chelsea. 

Although initiated as a safety and travel improvement 
project, SPA has incorporated significant innovative 
designs, undertaken great sustainability measures, and 
delivered outcomes with big social and community impacts.

What Future Trends Did We Consider?
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Reign

How Did We Consider These Trends?

Climate
More Extreme Weather – WSP reviewed predicted data, 
modelling drainage design for one in 100-year flood event 
levels, incorporating hydrological impacts including 
stormwater runoff and drainage system capacity.

Coastal Risks – WSP considered scour and washout 
of foundations and ballast, afflux and drainage back, 
temporary inundation of tunnels and trenches, and 
associated safety risks.
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Society
Indigenous Influence – WSP co-designed many of the 
spaces in an interactive process in which Traditional 
Owners had direct input into the architects’ decisions.  
The project was structured with an urban design reference 
panel that embraced the idea of reflecting local Aboriginal 
design into the built environment, allowing input into 
elements outside the initial scope such as walls, lights 
and landscaping. The aim is to create a ‘songline’ of spaces 
and design that connects the whole project together 
thematically with the notion of Country. This includes 
adding design elements such as a yarning circle at Carrum, 
message sticks, and welcome mats in station precincts.

SPA also embedded cultural values and principles on the 
project with more than 500 team members participating 
in some form of cultural activity including attending 
awareness training, NAIDOC Week activities, smoking 
ceremonies, and tours of traditional lands.

Densification – creating new public spaces and creating 
more livability in a densely populated city.

Technology
Digital Expectation – digital engineering initiatives 
undertaken included a federated model for 3D coordination 
and interdisciplinary reviews, clash detection as well as 
gaming controllers to drive through the experience of new 
stations, accessibility, safety and precinct connectivity for 
stakeholder reviews.

Resources
Circular Economy – this approach included identifying 
water reduction usage in response to climate change-
induced water scarcity and adoption of renewable energy 
material opportunities. 

Renewables Reign – whole of life impacts of material 
resources created changes in design specifications, 
material selection and construction processes e.g. small 
solar PV systems saved 10% on project lifecycle energy; 
wetting agents and onsite rainwater tanks improved water 
use by 15%; replacement of concrete construction material 
to reduce environmental impact factored at 38%.

How Was the Approach Better?
WSP‘s approach within SPA is to create community-centric 
spaces seamlessly linked to transport access. The outcome is 
improved pedestrian, road and rail access whilst creating 
public space and enhancing connectivity for the suburban 

communities. Safety is improved by separating trains from 
vehicle and pedestrian traffic and reducing congestion. This 
in turn provides an upgraded road network and modern 
new train stations for years to come.

To enable opportunities for sustainability in project 
outcomes, SPA took an all-informed, early review approach 
on construction material selection to understand cost 
benefit analysis for time on consequential design change.

SPA is also undertaking Six Sigma thinking with 
continuous team improvement which includes a 45-goal 
business plan.

The Outcomes
Demonstration of excellent environmental, social and 
economic outcomes:

 — Reduction in carbon emsissions from materials  
and energy

 — Promotion of liveability

 — Building climate resilience

 — Measurable outcomes and demonstration through 
assurance processes

 — Exceeded Aboriginal participation targets

The project:

 — Reduces congestion on local roads

 — Improves safety around train lines

 — New open space for communities

 — Legacy left with local stakeholders including schools 
and businesses

 — Preservation of historical buildings

 — Improves connections between public transport, 
stations, local shops and amenities such as the beach

 — Improves reliability of train services

 — Modern train stations with latest functionality for 
DDA passengers

SPA was named a Victorian Winner at the 2020 Australian 
Engineering Excellence Awards for the Initial Works 
Package. 

SPA will continue to tender for additional works packages 
including level crossing removals at Glenhuntly on the 
Frankston Line and track duplication on the Hurstbridge 
Line in Melbourne’s north.
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